
Nintendo Ds Lite And Ds Lite Consoles - 
Start Your Personal Collection 

The Nintendo Ds Lite and it is counterpart the Ds Lite, are two bestselling gaming consoles ever, running 

neck and neck using the Ps, Xbox, as well as your government themself--the Wii. Based on the NPD 

Group which perfoms marketing research for an array of industries, 3. million Nintendo Ds Lite Lites 

were offered within the U . s . States throughout the month of December 2008 . This breaks the record 

which are more units offered with a gaming manufacturer in a single month. The new sony held the 

prior record by which 2.seven million Ps 2 units were offered throughout the month of December 2002. 

One thing which makes the Nintendo Ds Lite very popular is its portability cheap you can buy the 

console in twelve different colors. Due to the assorted varieties available many people have began 

collecting the units. Either that they like getting a variety to select from or they believe that at some 

point the units will end up much more valuable 

then they are. Don't you want you'd saved the 

old Atari? I understand I actually do! 

There's also a variety of exclusive edition 

Nintendo Ds Lite consoles which will make them 

much more 3ds emulator pc and attractive to 

collectors. Included in this are consoles designed 

to promote certain movies like Pirates from the 

Caribbean or individuals created to 

commemorate the discharge of classic game titles 

like the Legend of Zelda, Mario versus. Donkey 

Kong and Final Fantasy. 

Certain consoles were also created to boost money for charitable organization such as the Ds Lite Pink 

Ribbon exclusive edition console. Certainly one of my personal favorite exclusive edition Ds Lite consoles 

may be the Red Mario. This Ds By Nintendo console is vibrant red featuring a white-colored cartoon 'M' 

around the front cover which means Mario. This console comes bundled using the New Mario Siblings 

Nintendo Ds Lite gaming which is dependant on the initial Mario Siblings game which was very popular 

when Nintendo released the Nintendo Entertainment System in 1985. 

You might be able to find a few of the newer special edition Nintendo Ds Lite consoles online like the Ice 

Blue console which will come bundled with Brain Age, Red Mario and Pink Ribbon. However, a few of 

the other special edition Nintendo Ds Lite Lites might be harder to locate like the Legend of Zelda 

console that is a gold Ds By Nintendo decorated having a Triforce decal within the lower right corner. 

Only 1000 of those units were created within the U . s . States plus a silver "Link" version which was 

released within the Uk. If you are fortunate enough to come across one of these simple unique and rare 

https://techtiptrick.com/3ds-emulator/


Nintendo Ds Lite consoles in a yard sale or thrift shop I'd certainly snatch up (after having to pay for this 

obviously)! 

 


